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Abstract Dance can serve as an effective medium to

instill aesthetic values for children given the many artistic
elements of this type of art including movement, music,
visual, and performance. For this reason, incorporating
dances is an appropriate medium to introduce the aspects of
aesthetics to children. This literature review specifically
analyzed the elements of the Warok Dance that actualizes
the fulfillment of aesthetic values and how the children
express their aesthetic needs. The data from the
observation and interview were interactively analyzed; its
stages involved data display, data reduction, and
verification. The results showed that the medium of
expression of aesthetic needs involves the elements of
movements, music, makeup, and costume of the Warok
dance. The fulfillment of aesthetic needs in the dance was
conducted directly and indirectly. As appreciators, the
children were directly involved in the dance practice and
performance sessions. Moreover, the children were also
indirectly involved into the dance when they watched their
peers practice and perform the dance. In particular, the
study concludes that the elements of Warok dance serve as
the medium of fulfillment and expression of children’s
aesthetic needs, either by participating into the dance
directly, or by watching their peers perform the dance
(indirectly).

Keywords Child, Aesthetic, Warok Dance

1. Introduction
Warok dance is considered as among the results of
civilization and cultural development in the place it was

firstly performed. Community support is essential to the
cultural preservation efforts of the dance, particularly
support from the society that concerns on arts field. As a
legacy from the ancient times, the dance embeds values of
great significance to the societal life. Murgiyanto [23]
argues that the traditional arts contain meaningful values
and norms to pass down to future generations. Therefore,
to maintain the existence of traditional arts, the
regeneration process is essential by implanting the love
for tradition to the children as the future generation.
For Javanese people, the notion of dance creation,
including Warok dance, is heavily influenced by religious
elements. Javanese people consider the religious aspects
as traditional networking amidst social setting. They
believe that the religious elements are impactful on their
life as an individual or as a group. Concerning the concept
of dance art as a cultural product, Koentjaraningrat [17]
claims that “the eastern cultures prioritize spiritual,
mystical, pre-logic, and hospitality values”. Pamadhi [24]
opines that such a view, including mystical and syncretic
elements, as well as the idea of contributes to the
aesthetical values of the art form. The view of the afterlife,
therefore, is worth-investigating. In line with that, the
Warok dance highly represents religious values. Some of
the elements of spiritual in the dance that are maintained
up to the present are the offerings and trance scene, where
the dancers are possessed by spirits.
The offerings and trance scene are among the
attractiveness of Warok dance performance. In addition to
that, the dance’s aesthetic elements are also attractive to
the audience. The dance embeds aesthetic and educative
values to the societal life, particularly in children. Despite
this, the dance is currently drawing less and less attention
from the community and the government. The supporting
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facilities and infrastructure to the performance of Warok
dance are lacking. In the meantime, the scholarly
discussion of Warok dance, particularly in its relation with
children’s aesthetical aspects, is yet to be explored. As a
result, the existing literature that discusses the
intertwinement of arts and children lacks variety, despite
the fact that traditional dance and other performing arts
are essential to imprint good values to the children. In line
with that, Supanggah [30] argues that the values in
traditional dance can strengthen the sense of brotherhood,
togetherness, communal behavior, open-mindedness,
tolerance, and peace.
As a social phenomenon, Warok dance represents the
value of cooperation, togetherness, tolerance, sense of
belonging, and harmony. Moreover, the dance is regarded
as a personal medium for fulfillment of aesthetical needs.
The present paper investigates the role of Warok dance as
the medium of aesthetic needs for children. Warok dance
is enjoyed by both adults and children alike. Therefore,
the study specifically intends to elaborate the following: 1)
the elements of Warok dance that function as the
fulfillment and expression of children’s aesthetic needs,
and 2) the children’s method of fulfillment of aesthetic
needs.

2. Discussion
2.1. Warok Dance
As a performing art, Warok dance embeds aesthetical
values that are attached to the form. The aspect of shape is
integral to the presence of structures or components or
other supporting materials. Jazuli [13] points out that body
movements are closely related to dance movements.
Dance movements refer to modified everyday movements
(gerak wantah) or the stylization of everyday movements,
which turns the moves to pure movements and gestures.
The stylized everyday movements result in a visible
artwork containing aesthetic values that people can enjoy.
People’s aesthetic values of art are developed as a
medium of expression of the persons’ viewpoint,
aspirations, needs, and other ideas. The fulfillment of such
values is defined by the cultural perspective; other
cultures also play a main role in this process. Aesthetic
values are of the significant aspects of people’s beliefs. To
this day, several art performances have been an integral
part of various rituals. The notion echoes the result seen in
Wuryaningrum [33] reporting that dance is among the art
form functioning as a medium for specific rites.
Components shaping the aesthetic of Warok dance
involve pure movements, gestures, and other supporting
elements. For this reason, the aesthetic value of the
dance is reflected in its shape and structure. Muklas [22]
defines the term “structure” as a system in which it
embeds the aspects intertwined, changed, and maintained
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with each other without depending on its core principle.
Jazuli [10] regards structure as the existence of order,
ignoring conflict and changes. Every structure in a social
system is functional; it determines other structures within
the system. The grounding of functional ideology lies in
people: a social system containing several intertwined
layers; each relies on others in harmony. The form and
structure of a dance, according to Jazuli [12], can be seen
from the whole dance performance with its supporting
components, including accompanying music, theme,
costume, makeup, setting, lighting, and sound system. All
of these components generate a correlation in dance from
several aspects, such as dynamics (speed, complexity, and
power), dancers (number and sex of the dancers), visuals
(setting and property), and setting (music, lighting, and
sound system).
Aesthetic value is integral to a dance performance.
Rohendi [25] asserts that art is an integrative element that
incorporates different guidelines, combining these into a
whole design accepted by many. Concerning this concept,
the quality of the aesthetic values of Warok dance has been
an interweaving entity that reflects a configuration of an art
form. Consequently, children who learn this dance can
appreciate and enjoy the aesthetic value of Warok.
Warok dance as an art mediates a communication
process through its form and contents. The forms of
Warok dance include movements, music, makeup, and
costume. Therefore, the social function of this dance has
something to do with the socio-cultural and religious
activities of people. Human inevitably needs to sync with
the
surroundings
or
environment.
Further,
Koentjaraningrat [18] clarifies that art possesses a
socio-cultural system taking form in a set of invaluable
and impactful conceptions existed in the majority of
people’s mind. These conceptions are central to people’s
life. As a symbolic system interpreted through gestures (as
its main medium), Warok dance contains its structures and
meaning in a socio-cultural dimension. Kaplan [16]
clarifies that a socio-cultural system, as an organism in
which its components are interrelated, determines the
maintenance of the stability of everything involved in the
system. Simply put, the socio-cultural system owns its
functional requirements, which are intended to enhance
the existence of the system for surviving.
As Serbetar et al. [29] say that a positive and successful
movement experience is critically important for every
child’s life, the involvement of children in Warok dance
session is one of the preservation measures of the dance.
As a result, up to this day, the dance’s aesthetical values
have ingrained to the people, either as individuals or as
the whole community. Sarjiwo [28] states that the
aesthetic value refers not only to the visual beauty of an
object but also to something not visible to one’s sight,
which can only be perceived through one’s consciousness
and feeling. The notion provides an understanding that an
individual, other than defining enjoyment objectively,
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finds pleasure in an art form through the messages implied
from the art. Despite this, it is inevitable that an aesthetic
art form encapsulates several aspects of wholeness,
prominence, harmony, repetition and balance--all of
which are perceivable through visual and auditory
perception.
According to Susanto [31], the children’s aesthetic
experience is something perceived by human sense and it
leads to the impression created by one’s feelings. Junaedi
[15] describes the term “aesthetic” as something
possessing artistic values from the perspective of emotion
or something concrete. Warok dance has the qualities of
both the visual and auditory art form containing the
aesthetic value. The visual aesthetic of the dance is visible
from the expressive, dynamic, and attractive movements.
Embedding rhythmical movements, the dance is
accompanied by quick tempo music. The expressive
component of the dance refers to movements delivered
with appropriate expression to the theme of Warok dance,
i.e., a depiction of a warrior reflecting his courage.
Transitions in the dance are frequent that it illustrates the
dynamics aspect. There are variations in the dance floor
alignments, facing, and levels. High-level variation is
represented by jumping moves, while the middle is seen
in standing and squat position, and the low level is shown
by its sliding movement all the way to lay down with a bit
modification resulting in a similar handstand posture.
Muklas [22] asserts that the existence of moves, space,
and time in a dance occur simultaneously along with the
presence of the dancers on stages, resulting in the
synchronous situation. Those three aspects are inseparable
in a structural phenomenon of dances. In the qualities of a
dance, the move-space-time correlation is also, by nature,
correlative as the expression of an artist. For this reason,
the structures of dance, such as the articulation,
interweave with each other. The moves of Warok dance
are performed lively with expression synced to the
costume of the performers accompanied by fast tempo
music and tintinnabulation sound from small bell-likes
that the dancers wear in their costume. The energetic
impression created from Warok dance incorporates
spacious, bold, and powerful movements. Chanting of the
dancers with the tintinnabulation produced from hundreds
of klinthing (small bells) and upbeat music with quick
tempo complement the impression of a brave warrior
shown in colorful costume and the incorporation of
blangkon (Javanese traditional cape), suitable to the
dancers as a Warok (see Figure 2).

Figure 2.

Warok dancers perform on stage in symmetrical formation

The aesthetic value of Warok dance lies in the harmony
and balance attained from the impression of symmetrical
and asymmetrical elements. The balance of the
movements in Warok dance is made up from the
impression of being equal in proportion, i.e., a pair of
butterfly wings, or a fruit that is perfectly cut in half. The
symmetrical movements represent the impression of
tranquility and stability. In addition to that, the
movements are represented by the combination of firm
movements accompanied by upbeat music, slow
movements accompanied by melancholic-theme music,
slow tempo, and the emotional singing from the warang
gono (male/female singers). The elements of symmetry
are also displayed in the slow, swaying movements with
accents of makeup and costume that enhance the
impression of smoothness and finesse. As a whole process,
the symmetrical form accentuates the notion of simplicity;
it is reflected from the social reality of the community in
which the Warok dance is practiced and preserved. The
notion of simplicity is represented from the social life, in
which there is no significant gap on social stratification.
The asymmetrical element of the dance results in a
dynamic, fluctuating impression. Jazuli [10] regards is as
a principle of aesthetic form created by contrasting, yet
symbiosis elements that lead to an integral object.
Asymmetry in the dance provides accentuates a dynamic
and lively situation. The combination of firm movements
and slow movements is viewed as the harmony in
diversity. The same also applies in the combination of
slow movements and loud music, and the combination of
slow movements and “bold” makeup and costume. The
facial expressions, spontaneous movements, and the
incorporation of jokes/humor, accompanied with dynamic
and rhythmic music, creates an impressive art show.
Therefore, the harmonization in the dance performance
functions to create the element of attractiveness, as well as
enjoyable and satisfying experience to the audience.
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For children, the aesthetic elements in the Warok dance
accompaniment music are an unforgettable experience.
The dance and its accompaniment music is an inseparable
unity. The loud and expressive music stimulate the
dancers to be more expressive, arousing, energetic,
dynamic, and attractive; such expressions will spark joy to
the dancers and the audience alike. In addition to that, the
instruments of jidor (drum-sounds produced by
membrane-covered musical instruments), kendang
(drum-sounds produced by membrane-covered musical
instruments), and saron (musical instrument of Indonesia
that has seven bronze bars placed on top of a resonating
frame and is played on the floor by a seated performer).
The performance also accompanied with the dancers’
shouts, create a lively performance.
The accompaniment of musical instruments with
varying tempo from the upbeat to slow indicates the
dynamic condition of the community. It expresses the
value of courage, responsibility, persistence, and
discipline. The situation during the dance show seems to
boost the motivation of the audience to work hard. It
illustrates a simple lifestyle and, at the same time, the
tenacity, courage, steadfast of the people in living their
life, aiming for a better future.
The harmonious atmosphere between the dance and the
symbols or values that the community adheres to indicates
the aesthetic value of Warok dance that is shaped by
various choreographic elements of dance. Choreographic
elements refer to aspects that originated from the
surroundings that are used to satisfy the entertainment,
social, and religious needs of people.
In addition to create a lively atmosphere, the musical
instruments also function to emphasize the dancers’
expressions. Individually, the unique expressions are
apparent on each dancer’s facial gesture, while as a unity,
the unique expressions are represented in the floor pattern
formation (see Figure 3). The most dominant patterns
involve a straight line and only a few that incorporate a
circle shape. A straight line represents the characteristic of
firmness and seriousness. Variations of facing direction
and level further add the lively situation during the dance
show. This situation demands every dancer to be
disciplined, brave, and responsible in the performance,
including the collaboration among the dancers in the
group. The prominent impression of Warok dance is the
combination of strong, bold, and soft moves, producing a
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firm and humane image. Such a combination also presents
an art form with an emphasis on audience enjoyment, as
well as the delivery of values the dance embeds in the
form of a performance.

Figure 3.

Expressive moves of Warok dancers

The elements of makeup and costume are also important
in the whole context of Warok dance performance. The
incorporation of makeup and costume enhances the
children’s pride and confidence when performing the
dance in front of the audience (see Figure 4). Besides, the
additions of such elements help creat an enjoyable
performance. It is worth noting, however, that not all
traditional dances in Java take serious concern on the
makeup and costume due to the financial limitation. With
such limitation, the art performers and the audience are still
entertained if the show still goes on.
Essentially, all human beings, including children,
require expressing their need for aesthetics to feel joyful
and satisfied. Such feelings are not only gained when the
children performed, but also in the pre-show preparations.
The aesthetic values of Warok dance are beneficial for
children as the medium of fulfillment of the children’s
aesthetic needs. In addition to that, the Warok dance is
also regarded as the manifestation of a human expression
that contains knowledge, experiences, ideas, and values
that are represented artistically in the form of symbols.
Koentjaraningrat [18] argues that cultural value is
essential and valuable to the life of an individual as
guidance for one regarding the appropriate orientation in
societal life.

Figure 4. The children’s aesthetic experience during the makeup and dressing session
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appreciation of aesthetic, harmonious, energetic, and
attractive movements is accompanied by the music from
According to Verbeek [32], appreciation is defined as the traditional instruments, e.g., saron (musical instrument
the awareness to evaluate an artwork by involving all the of Indonesia that has seven bronze bars placed on top of a
feeling, experiences, desire, and assumption. In addition resonating frame and is played on the floor by a seated
to that, appreciation functions as the medium to increase performer), kendang (drum-sounds produced by
one’s affection and care towards others. Further, membrane-covered musical instruments), and bende (a
appreciation also acts as the means of evaluation, traditional musical instrument whose body shape is like a
entertainment, emphatic expression, education, and small form of gongs during the Montholan stage. During
capacity development. Aesthetically, it is seen as the the process, the children experience an aesthetic process
evaluation of a beauty. In arts field, appreciation is that a performing art is to be enjoyed and appreciated.
emphasized on the aspect of observation towards an Therefore, the dynamics of performing arts calls for
artwork.
serious concerns in terms of the design, so that all
The artwork appreciation expressed by the children is participants involved can express their need for
also seen as the effort to preserve the Warok dance. The self-indulgence.
dance has its elements that shape this dance as an art form.
The balance in a Warok dance performance is seen
Those elements, according to Jazuli [14], must meet the from the start. During the start of show, the tempo of the
principle of unity, harmony, balance, rhythm, proportion, musical instruments is upbeat and loud; the tempo then
and emphasis. Up to this day, the dance is still present and
goes slow, reducing the tension of the audience and the
enjoyed by the community. In regard to this, Rohidi [26]
performers (see Figure 5). The dynamics of upbeat-low
mentions some characteristics of group arts. First, the
tempo is capable of drawing the attention of people
group arts are a product of shared ideas; this type of art
nearby to watch and enjoy the dance. The expressive
embeds and reflects the view of a particular group. Second,
makeup, the costume (such as kuluk or head accessory),
the group arts are the pride of a community. Third, the
the trouser, and pant of the dancers contributes to their
group arts emerge due to the recognition of other groups
agility and speed in the performance, depicting the image
of people during the interaction in a social setting.
of a brave, persistent warrior in facing every challenge.
In addition to that, the Warok dance is traditional
Such elements add up to the lively atmosphere of the
performing arts that involve the collective elements.
show.
Regarding this, the dance is designed to be performed in
As an art form, Warok dance possesses a unique,
public so that the audience too can experience the
absolute
value functioned as a medium for people to
aesthetic elements of the dance. Moreover, as a traditional
express
the
ideas, knowledge, and aesthetic feeling.
form of art, the dance is passed down from generations.
Hartono
et
al.
[7] claim that such feeling needs to be
Jazuli [11] regards that a traditional object is highly
stimulated
since
young ages to ensure the effectiveness of
related to the events in the pastimes; therefore, the object
this
process.
Art
activities serve as the medium to instill
accentuates symbols, myths, values, ideas, habits, beliefs,
aesthetic
values
intentionally and unintentionally. For
norms, and traditions.
example,
a
study
by Kusumatuti and Hartono [19]
As a traditional, folk performing art with educative
clarifies
the
benefit
of teaching Kuda Debog dance to
values, the incorporation of Warok dance in children
instill
aesthetic
values
and to develop the maturity of
education is therefore deemed as a paramount significance.
children
in
social
activities.
It is expected that the dance
A study by Hartono & Sari [6] has shown that learning
learning
shapes
the
students’
character better. This notion
traditional dances allows children to shape their attitudes
is
in
line
with
the
result
seen
in
Ichtiara [9] and Giranti [3]
and behaviors, given the positive values and norms
that
art
learning
is
effective
for
character building due to
incorporated in a dance. These values stimulate children’s
the
instilment
of
aesthetic
value.
The above discussion
rational, systematic, and critical thinking. Over and above
also
emphasizes
that
arts
are
a
medium
of expression
that, the children also learn how to be disciplined. Hartono
other
than
its
function
for
entertainment.
In a positive
[4] further asserts that every child has his or her multiple
direction,
children
involved
in
dance
learning
can develop
intelligences, and learning dances are central to the
their
aesthetic
values
and,
at
the
same
time,
social
skills.
development of this aspect.
Children aesthetic experience occurs since the Learning dance is not only about learning the moves of
pre-performance stage, i.e., the rehearsal, makeup and the dance. This activity enables one to learn the principles
dressing session, and during the performance. The of life.
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transformation accumulated in experiences. There are
direct (primary) and indirect (secondary) literal symbols
in Warok dance.
Warok dance possesses a literal symbol of the
embodiment of the people to express their existence in
cultural activities through art performances. Warok dance,
from the indirect or secondary perspective, is an
entertainment for people and those who involved directly
in the dance. On top of that, the dance is a means to
express and channel the creativity of art enthusiasts
through dancing, playing a musical instrument, reciting
Figure 5. The warok dancers show expressive, dynamic, and attractive
movements
the poem accompanying the dance; these require skills
and expertise. Although some dancers may be amateurs,
Warok dance has a communication function, given its
the opportunity to practice the dance and deliver their best
function as a medium of expression of a person and a
in a show is effective in cultivating aesthetic values.
social group (see Figure 6). According to Rohkyatmo [27],
Human aesthetic needs are, by nature, something
dance is a series of rhythmical, beautiful moves that
universal. Rohidi [26] mentions that people, in addition to
express human feelings. Another study from Enoch [2]
their primary needs, seek the opportunity to satisfy their
reveals that dance is a medium to inform a certain event
aesthetic needs. They need a medium to express their
through body expressions and gestures. These two notions
sense of beauty. The most common example to achieve
imply that dance is an expression of aesthetic value for the
this is through the arts.
artists and audiences. Hartono & Lanjari [5] report the
potential of teaching Kuda Lumping dance (through its
moves and accompanying music) as a medium of
children’s aesthetic development.
Dewar [1] reports that dance has its communicative and
social functions. The social function of a dance correlates
with creating artistic images. Some consider that this is a
crucial concept, which is actualized in a social setting.
For some people, those with higher social statuses often
hold an art performance, inviting others to watch and Figure 6. Communication between dancers, instructor, and musician
enjoy the show. People with higher social statuses before the dance performance
consider this as a means to get their satisfaction. Their
Attempts to fulfill the aesthetic needs of people through
satisfaction comes from the feeling of happiness as those Warok dance are shown by their willingness to allocate
of the upper class can provide an enjoyable art budget (i.e., buying costly costumes or costumes) to
performance to the community. This notion indicates the deliver an impressive art performance. They are also
existence of an art form as an integral part of human willing to spend their time on the dance show. Although
existence through its function as a means of achieving life they may not receive any profits and get tired (since the
satisfaction. Dance is not only about something concrete whole performance can take from noon to night), they get
but also something abstract associated with the inner side their satisfaction as the recognition of their hard work.
of human, e.g., feeling. Mind satisfaction can be Some Warok dancers have other activities after the
expressed through symbols, and these symbols are performance. They are eager to participate in the dance
interpreted in dance moves, in a dimension of time and show for satisfying their aesthetic needs and channel their
space. Mukhlas [22] argues that the existence of dance is creativity.
integral to human. In this context, it is worth-noting that
the main purpose of dancing is to express oneself, to
achieve personal satisfaction represented in symbols. The 3. Conclusions
symbols reflected in dance moves signify that human is
The aesthetic elements in Warok dance comprise
capable of capturing concrete, whole objects.
movements,
music, makeup, and costume. These elements
According to Langer [20], symbols embed the principle
serve
as
the
medium
to fulfil the children’s aesthetic needs.
of communication. Humphrey [8] adds that symbols
The
aesthetic
values
of the movements are apparent in the
transform human experiences and reality into dance.
dynamic,
expressive,
energetic, and attractive dance
Dance as a whole art performance is inseparable from the
movements.
In
addition
to
those elements, the adaptation to
interpretation of reality. The reality or phenomenon is
the
floor
pattern
formation
in dancing also sparks their
perceived and transformed cognitively into a symbol.
satisfaction.
The
aesthetic
experience
is also represented
Consequently, the creation of a symbol occurs whenever
from
the
auditory
and
visual
senses
of the musical
the subject meets the real situation, resulting in a symbolic
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instruments. This process occurs when the children listen
to the musical accompaniment that takes the form of song,
melody, rhythm, and tempo; the children also experience
the aesthetics of the visual appearance of the musical
instruments, the ornaments, and the decorations.
Children’s fulfilment of aesthetics needs is also expressed
through the components of the dancers’ costume of the
dancers, i.e., the model of the costume, color selection, and
combination of colors.
By participating in the whole performance sequence, the
children fulfil their aesthetic needs unintentionally, both as
active and passive appreciators of the dance. The
appreciation of the dance is not only seen as the medium to
express and channel the children’s hobbies, but also as the
support system of the preservation of Warok dance.
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